
The 7-Step Digital Marketing 
Framework That Predictably 
Generates Targeted Annuity 
Leads And Appointments



What is AIM?
We are an FMO that works exclusively with qualifying 
independent financial advisors. 
AIM is the first and only Marketing Organization that 
helps modern advisors grow their practice exclusively 
through our done-for-you digital marketing program 
and our proven virtual sales methodology.
Our team has experience in managing 8 figures in 
online advertising dollars over the last decade.
“Location independence and time freedom is the 
new measure of success for modern, ‘virtual’ 
advisors.”





We specialize in helping 
virtual advisors succeed in 
the following key areas:
1. Done-for-you digital marketing

2. Virtual client acquisition

3. Advanced case design and strategy



Virtual Sales Coaching & Training
We help advisors close business 100% 
virtually. 
Our process completely bypasses traditional 
methods, thereby eliminating the need of 
having a fancy office, large staff, or in-person 
meetings.
We turned the uncharted area of how to close 
new business virtually into a precise science. 
While others use guesswork, we use a 
predictable proven sales process that will help 
you close business virtually and serve more 
clients.



The best-in-business annuity contracting, 
case design and back-office support
We have access to the best annuity 
contracts from top-rated insurance 
companies and all of our advisors keep 
100% of their commission on business 
closed from our leads.
Our world-class team will help you with 
advanced case design strategies and 
ensure that your deals get properly 
funded. 



www.AdvisorInternetMarketing.com/Apply



Annuity Leads-on-
Autopilot Program



1. Traffic
Drive traffic by using a combination 
of paid traffic and remarketing ads 
along with organic SEO strategies, 
that specifically target prospects 
ranging from people approaching 
retirement to annuity buyers.

Media Buys



Traffic Types
Different Levels of Intent

High Intent
Researching Annuities

Low Intent
Approaching Retirement







“Snippets” Results

Search query

Organic Result

Organic Video Result









2. Conversion Funnel
Use multiple sales funnel 
structures to attract retirees 
and annuity prospects based 
on their biggest retirement 
challenges.



Instant Annuity Rates!

















3. Sales Sequence
Send prospects through a “psychic 
sales” email sequence over the 
course of 7-10 days based on which 
conversion funnel they came 
through.
The emails should inform, educate 
and inspire prospects to take action 
by getting prospects to request an 
appointment with you.



Custom Video Presentations















4. Lead Capture
Drive prospects to request an 
virtual appointment by extending 
a compelling offer.
Frame the appointment as 
“friendly conversation.” This 
typically yields a higher quality 
lead and conversation with the 
you as the advisor.











5. Self-Schedule (Custom Sales Funnel)
Once the lead is generated 
deploy a customized campaign 
that welcomes the prospect with 
a video and email sequence to 
encourage them to schedule a 
1st appointment on your 
calendar.























6. Indoctrination (Custom Sales Funnel)
Once the prospect schedules the 
appointment send a fully 
customized indoctrination 
campaign to get the prospect to 
know, like and trust you.
This campaign will set the right 
expectation for the prospects 
along with educational content 
and background information on 
the advisor to "warm” up the 
prospect for the 1st appointment.



Welcomed 
Guest

VS

Annoying 
Pest





Confirm The Appointment & Educate The Prospect
• Set the right expectations for the meeting 

and get the prospect to anticipate the 
appointment.
• Answer frequently asked questions to help 

you close more business.
• Send the prospect links to download white 

papers, lead magnets or reports
• Encourage them to more videos about 

annuities and retirement income planning











7. Personalized Follow-up (Custom Sales Funnel)

Keep prospects engaged and “top of 
mind” by sending on-going weekly 
nurture emails to all of your prospects.
Maintain warm relationships with your 
prospects and continue to build value 
and goodwill until they are ready to work 
with you.
Set it up to be completely automated 
and released each week on behalf of the 
advisor and with call-to-actions linked 
directly to book on your calendar.



Personalized Nurture Email Broadcasts



Personalized Email Follow-Up Broadcasts





Recap: 7-Step Digital Marketing Framework
1. Traffic
2. Conversion Funnels
3. Sales Sequence
4. Lead Capture
5. Self-Schedule
6. Indoctrination Campaign
7. Personalized Follow-up



Imagine being able to predictably 
attract annuity prospects and 

close business without ever having 
to meet with them in person.





Annuity Leads-on-
Autopilot Program



www.AdvisorInternetMarketing.com/Apply


